Abstract: In this paper, based on the study of the Two-Dimensional Principal Component Analysis (2DPCA), Two-Dimensional Principal Component Analysis (2DPCA) and fuzzy set theory, we propose a integrated face recognition algorithm based on wavelet subspace. This method can make good use of the advantages of each single method, and also can make up for the defect of each other. The comparison of the results of the different methods identification effect on the ORL、YALE and FERET face database show, the integrated method proposed in this paper improves the recognition rate, and it also reduces the training and classification time as well.
Introduction
In recent 20 years, face recognition has become a hot topic in the research field of computer vision and pattern recognition, and it is through the modern information processing technology and computer technology to complete the understanding and recognition of the facial image [1] . The commonly used face recognition methods can be divided into several categories：the method based on geometric features、the method based on model、the method based on the statistical、the method based on neural network method and the method of combining multiple classifiers, this paper mainly focuses on the method based on statistics. The method based on statistical faced the image as random vector, thus using some statistical methods to analyze the face model, the most representative methods include the eigenface method based on principal component analysis which proposed by Turk M [2] and the fisherfaces method based on linear discriminant analysis which proposed by Belhumeur P N et al [3] . But the PCA and LDA methods have a common disadvantage, the two methods both need deal with vector data, and they can not directly deal with image data, so before using these two methods it need transform the image data to vector data firstly, but the dimension of the processed data often is very high. In addition, the two methods both need decompose the matrix feature value, but computation for high dimensional data is very difficult and time-consuming. In order to overcome these shortcomings, Yang J et al proposed 2DPCA method [4] , Li M et al proposed 2DLDA method [5] . They are the extension of one-dimensional PCA and LDA, the main idea of them is to construct the image covariance matrix and the image discrete matrix.
This paper compared and analyzed the above methods, and proposed an integrated face recognition method based on wavelet transform during the analysis result. This method retains the advantages of the original method at the same time, and used the integrated advantages to make up for the deficiency of the original method, so this method will achieve a good recognition effect.
Describe About the Relevant Principles and Methods

Wavelet transform
Let the f(x, y) is the size of the image M×N, then the discrete wavelet transform should be express as follow: 
2DPCA (Two--dimensional principal component analysis) method
The 2DPCA method applied to face recognition can be divided into two parts for feature extraction and pattern classification:
Feature extracting
Suppose that there are c pattern category: ω t (t = 1, 2, …, c), each class has n i matrix of m×n, the total number of training samples is N. So the overall image discrete matrix can be defined as the formula 3:
In formula 3 A is the average value of the training sample, it can be obtained by formula 4:
Similar to the PCA, we take the feature vectors corresponding to the K largest feature value of the whole image discrete matrix as the discriminant vector sets of the 2DPCA. Matrix X is made up of K direction vector, we can extract features Y through training samples are projected to the matrix X: Y=AX.
Let 
The design principle and Structure Process of this Method
The specific process of the integrated face recognition method based on wavelet transform proposed in this paper is as follows:
(1) To do the three layers wavelet decomposition to the images; (2) Constructing four face image database of wavelet sub section, through the average sub graph of the three high frequency sub graphs and low frequency sub graphs of each layer; (3) Using 2DPCA method to do the feature extraction to the four face image database, and obtain K characteristic value, then obtain the projection feature matrix Y; (4) Using 2DLDA method to de the feature selection to the feature matrix Y, and obtain K1 characteristic value, then obtain the new projection feature matrix Figure 1 is the flow chart of the integrated face recognition method based on wavelet subspace. 
Experimental Results and Analysis
The experimental data and description
To verify the validity of the method, we use three commonly used face image database as test data. The three face databases are ORL face database, YALE face database and FERET face database. The ORL face database contains face images from 40 individuals, there are 10 images each person with different expressions, a total of 400 images, the image resolution is 92×112. Figure 2 is the 6 face images in the ORL face database. The YALE face database contains face images from 15 individuals, there are 11 images each person with different illumination conditions, different expressions, a total of 165 images, the image resolution is 320×243. Figure 3 is the 6 face images in the YALE face database. The FERET face database contains face images from 200 individuals, each person 7 pieces, a total of 1400 images, the image resolution is 80×80. In order to improve the calculation speed, we select face images from 30 individuals for this experiment. Figure 4 is the 6 face images in the FERET face database. Fig.2 The six sample images in the ORL face database Fig.3 The six sample images in the YALE face database Fig.4 The six sample images in the FERET face database
The experimental environment description
In this paper, the integrated face recognition method based on wavelet subspace is designed and implemented in the Matlab2010 development environment. Each method is described and implemented by using the Matlab language. The machine configuration is as follows: Intel 4 core processor, frequency of 2 HZ, memory 4GB, the operating system is Window XP; the wavelet basis function which we select is BIOR3.1.
Comparison of experiment results
In the experimental process, we use the same test data to test the method of this paper, the 2DPCA method in literature 4, the 2DLDA method in literature 5, the 2DPCA+2DLDA method in literature 6 and the wavelet transform and fuzzy integral method in literature 10 respectively. Then the result were compared and analyzed. Table 1 , 2, 3 respectively is the result of recognition in ORL, YALE and FERET database. For convenience of description, the method in literature 4 is called as method 1, the method in literature 5 is called as method 2, the method in literature 6 is called as method 3, and the method in literature 10 is called as method 4.
We can see from the experimental results that the method of this paper is better than other methods in identification efficiency. This is because of considering the characteristic of different methods, and then getting the effect of the complementary advantages through the integrated approach, so this method is better than other method. In addition, this method combines the use of low frequency subspace and high frequency subspace, which can not only save time, but also can ensure the rate of recognition. 
Conclusion
From the face recognition technology has been put forward to now, it has become one of the most popular, the most challenging tasks in pattern recognition filed. And it has achieved some results, but also put forward many feasible method and design. Based on the study of face recognition methods available, fully analyzes their advantages and disadvantages, this paper proposes an integrated face recognition method based on wavelet subspace, and the principle of this method and implementation process are described in detail. Through the test on ORL, YALE and FERET face database, we can see that this algorithm in the recognition efficiency relative to other algorithm has been greatly improved, but also is robust to illumination changes.
